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The motor control literature is packed with theoretical frameworks and experimental results, yet key controversies date to some of the earliest experiments in neuroscience. Shortly after Hitzig and Fritsch demonstrated that exciting the motor cortex in dog could evoke muscle twitches (Fritsch and Hitzig 1870), Ferrier demonstrated a similar phenomenon in monkey (Ferrier 1873). Using longer duration electrical stimulation, Ferrier was able to evoke body movements that were more complex and seemingly purposeful. Ferrier concluded that electrical stimulation of primary motor cortex evokes movement in the motor periphery, yet a consensus on its functional contribution to movement control is still out of reach. In particular, there remains controversy as to the level of control produced by motor cortex (“low-level” movement dynamics vs. “high-level” movement kinematics) and the role of sensory feedback. In this review, we present different perspectives on the two following questions: What does activity in motor cortex reflect? and How do planned motor commands interact with incoming sensory feedback during movement? The authors each present their independent views on how they think the primary motor cortex controls movement. At the end, we present a dialogue in which the authors synthesize their views and suggest possibilities for moving the field forward. While there is not yet a consensus on the role of M1 or sensory feedback in the control of upper limb movements, such dialogues are essential to take us closer to one.
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The degree to which the cortical motor areas are involved with basic movement control was challenged by a landmark study by Lawrence and Kuypers (Lawrence and Kuypers 1968; Lemon et al. 2012). They showed that just a few days following bilateral pyramidotomy (i.e., severing the dominant output pathway of primary motor cortex and other motor cortical areas to the spinal cord), a monkey could perform many gross movements such as walking or even climbing in a manner similar to an intact monkey. However, on closer examination, the monkey exhibited serious deficits for fine hand movements, such as food manipulation, suggesting a role for primary motor cortex in fine movement control, and deficits in novel movements or those involving visuomotor complexity, such as reaching around a clear barrier to retrieve food.

Discussion of these same issues has continued into the modern days of recording neural activity of the motor cortex. In particular, the level of control produced by motor cortex has commanded much attention. Evarts (1968) was the first to show that cells in the motor cortex were sensitive to the force needed for a given movement, suggesting that “low-level” movement control signals are present in M1. Georgopoulos et al. (1982), on the other hand, demonstrated that the discharge frequency of cells varied in an orderly fashion with the direction of movement. They therefore suggested that motor cortex...
may produce a “high-level” movement representation for reach direction (i.e., movement kinematics) with overlapping cosine tuning curves and vector averaging. In this view, the details of muscle activation patterns are generated by subcortical or spinal processing. As time has gone on, others have argued for relatively direct muscle control (Ben Hamed et al. 2007), torque representation (Scott and Kalaska 1997), cooperative muscle “synergies” (d’Avella and Bizzi 2005), control via summing complex posture primitives (Graziano et al. 2002), pattern generation (Shenoy et al. 2013), and high-level coordinate transformations (Buneo and Andersen 2006).

Another critical question about motor control is the role of sensory feedback in the process. The presence of sensory feedback in motor cortex was established long ago (Evarts 1973; Fritsch and Hitzig 1870); however, its role is still a matter of debate (Scott 2008, 2016). Inspired by feedback control theories, some researchers have argued that feedback has an essential role in motor control (Phillips 1969; Scott 2004; Todorov and Jordan 2002). Others have suggested that this feedback is an accessory to preplanned movements, either to correct deviations from the original plan (Flash and Hogan 1985), to choose the appropriate pattern of muscle activity (Bioulac and Lamarre 1979; Cheung et al. 2005), or to update the plan for future movements when movement dynamics do not match expectations (Diedrichsen et al. 2005; Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000).

The field has, however, come to agree on one point: activity in motor cortex does not solely reflect muscle activity. The possibilities for the meaning of these “extra” signals are diverse, with ideas including feedback, high-level signals, cognitive inputs, other control signals, incidental activity of a pattern generator, and learning signals. The central question of this collection is to discuss the nature of this “dark matter”.

Understanding how primary motor cortex controls movement has serious practical implications. Motor disorders caused by stroke or spinal injuries are among the most debilitating and costly disorders for patients and society (Mozaffarian et al. 2016; Singh et al. 2014). Better understanding of the physiology of motor control could translate into the development of better treatments to rehabilitate these patients. For instance, understanding the rules that neural activity follows (Kao et al. 2016) and providing synthetic sensory feedback (Bensmaia and Miller 2014) have been demonstrated to increase the performance of brain-machine interfaces. For these reasons, the functions performed by motor cortex are a mystery that remains as urgent now as ever (Cherian et al. 2013; Churchland et al. 2010; Golub et al. 2014; Griffin et al. 2015; Hatsopoulos et al. 2007; Heming et al. 2016; Moran and Schwartz 1999; Todorov 2000).

In this review, we present four perspectives on these classical controversies, and discuss how these viewpoints might fit together. Paul Cheney first reviews what is known about M1 pyramidal tract neurons, arguing that these output neurons reflect a fine-grained control signal that is a context-dependent combination of central and sensory influences. Nicholas Hatsopoulos argues that M1 activity does not encode any single movement parameter, but rather is selective to a preferred movement fragment or trajectory, which is characterized by a combination of parameters evolving in time. Components of the preferred trajectory leading M1 activity reflect sensory feedback, whereas lagging components correspond to motoric drive. Matthew Kaufman argues that M1 should be thought of as a dynamical machine, whose goal is to produce the time-varying pattern of control signals needed to achieve the desired movement. This view implies that M1 does not directly code for movement parameters, but instead should be understood in terms of the rules that govern its pattern generation. Mohsen Omrani argues that sensory feedback is an essential part of motor control and therefore, to better understand the neural circuitry underlying motor control, we should pay more attention to the role of sensory feedback in this system. Finally, we present a discussion by the authors of how to reconcile these views, and lay out future directions to close in on a unified answer.

**What Is Encoded in Motor Cortex Output? – P. Cheney**

The question of what is encoded by motor cortex neurons seems relatively straightforward, but it continues to be asked, often precipitating lively discussion and differing conclusions (Fetz 1992). However, it now seems possible to provide some answers with a relatively high degree of confidence. The brief review that follows is an attempt to focus on conclusions that can be drawn from the considerable body of evidence that now exists relative to this question.

The question of encoding by motor cortex cells needs to be addressed on two levels. One concerns the cell’s spike train activity and with what it is best correlated. This is the dimension that has received most of the attention over the years. However, it is not only important to understand what is encoded in the signals the cell is transmitting, but it is also essential to know how the signal is distributed to motoneuron pools and muscles. Thus the second dimension of encoding concerns the cell’s muscle targets. Specifically, what is the set of muscles the cell influences? This has been termed the cell’s muscle field (Fetz et al. 1976; Fetz and Cheney 1978, 1979, 1980). How does this relate to the cell’s activity during movements that engage the target muscles?

Regarding the question of what is encoded in the activity of cortical cells, it is important not to overlook the fact that there are six cortical layers and a large diversity of different cell types with different central nervous system (CNS) targets (Brodal 1981). It is reasonable to expect that the signals carried by different neurons will vary depending on the functional role and CNS targets of the neurons. Although it is clear that relationships to virtually any motor parameter can be found by looking at a heterogeneous set of motor cortical neurons, the relationships narrow and become much clearer by reducing the set of neurons of interest to just those output neurons that can be demonstrated to have a linkage to motoneurons. This section will focus specifically on cortical cells with a demonstrable linkage to motoneurons. How are these neurons identified? Although the importance of identifying the synaptic targets of neurons under study is clear, it can represent a significant technical challenge for many experiments. However, the introduction of spike-triggered averaging of electromyographic (EMG) activity (SpTA) has provided a method for identifying cortical cells in awake behaving animals that have a synaptic linkage to motoneurons (Cheney and Fetz 1980, 1985; Fetz and Cheney 1980). Averages of EMG activity triggered from the spikes of some motor cortex cells show a short-latency transient increase corresponding to increases in...
the firing probability of the underlying motor units. We refer to these transient increases in EMG activity as postspike facilitation (PSPf) effects (Fetz and Cheney 1980). PSPf is interpreted as evidence of an underlying synaptic linkage to motoneurons of the muscles showing PSPf. In most cases this is likely to be mediated by a monosynaptic linkage, so cells showing PSPf are often referred to as corticomotoneuronal (CM) cells. The method’s utility is not limited to revealing excitatory linkages. It is also capable of revealing inhibitory linkages as transient troughs in averages of EMG activity of antagonist muscles (Bennett and Lemon 1996; Cheney et al. 1982; Griffin et al. 2015; Kasser and Cheney 1985; Schieber and Rivlis 2007). These effects are referred to as postspike suppression (PSPs) effects and have latencies that average ~4 ms longer than PSPf effects from the same cell (Kasser and Cheney 1985). PSPs is interpreted as evidence that the cortical cell has an inhibitory linkage to motoneurons. The longer latency and fact that these effects are weaker than PSPf effects is consistent with a less direct linkage involving interneurons, probably the Ia inhibitory interneurons, which are known to receive monosynaptic input from cortical neurons (Jankowska et al. 1976). Although we have no fully reliable way of identifying non-monosynaptic excitatory connections, the fact that PSPs can be detected suggests that non-monosynaptic PSPf is also detected with the SpTA method. Moreover, cells producing PSPf can readily be found on the rostral surface of M1 where linkages to motoneurons are largely non-monosynaptic (Rathelot and Strick 2009). Cells producing non-monosynaptic PSPf are clearly very important and may have properties similar in many respects to those producing monosynaptic PSPf, but an answer to this question remains for future investigation. The SpTA method has now been applied by numerous groups whose studies have contributed greatly to understanding the organization and function of brain descending systems (Baker and Lemon 1998; Belhaj-Saïf et al. 1996; Buys et al. 1986; Cheney et al. 1988; Davidson et al. 2007a, 2007b; Drew 1993; Fourment et al. 1991, 1995; Lemon et al. 1986; Maier et al. 1993; Mews and Cheney 1991, 1994; Olivier et al. 1995; Porter and Lemon 1993; Schieber and Rivlis 2007; Sinkjaer et al. 1995).

We can now make the question of encoding more specific and restrict it to motor cortex output cells that can be shown to have a demonstrable synaptic linkage to motoneurons. For wrist movement related cortical output cells, Cheney and Fetz (1980) showed that over a large part of their firing range, the tonic activity of these cells was linearly related to wrist torque. In many cases, phasic activity was related to the rate of change of torque consistent with the work of others (Smith et al. 1975). These relationships held for both isometric and concentric tasks and reinforced the original findings of Evarts (1968) showing a clear relationship between firing rate and movement force. Relationships between the firing rate of CM cells and force reported by Maier et al. (1993) for a precision grip task were more complex. Whereas 11 of 33 cells analyzed had significant positive correlations with force, 6 CM cells showed negative correlations with force. Negative correlations with force seem counterruitive. However, these might be functionally important for assisting with precise release of grip force. It is also important to note that the precision grip task used in this study required co-contraction of muscles and was biomechanically more complex than the simple wrist flexion and extension task used by Cheney and Fetz (1985), and this may have contributed to seemingly counterintuitive activity relationships.

Of course, movement direction and force covary for many tasks, which has led to ambiguity as to which is the primary parameter linked to the discharge of cortical output cells (Georgopoulos et al. 1982). It seems that this has been largely resolved by experiments that have dissociated movement direction and force (Kalaska et al. 1989). Although the subject of much controversy over the years, it now seems clear that for motor cortex output to motoneurons, a large part of neuronal discharge encodes muscle activity related parameters. In support of this conclusion, Morrow et al. (2007), using a center-out task, analyzed the relationship of M1 neuron activity to preferred direction based on muscle space vs. hand space. They found that the majority of M1 neurons had muscle-like properties. In a different study, work from Lee Miller’s laboratory has demonstrated that the activity of M1 neurons relates best to functional groups of muscles and that the activity of a relatively small number of cortical neurons (e.g., 20) contains “sufficient information to reconstruct the time course of EMG activity with considerable precision” (Morrow and Miller 2003). Several modeling studies also support encoding of muscle related parameters by motor cortex cells (Mussa-Ivaldi 1988; Todorov 2000). Most recently, Lillicrap and Scott (2013) showed that the bias of M1 neurons in favor of certain directions of hand movement and joint-torque loads arises naturally in a neural network model when detailed features of the musculoskeletal system such as limb geometry and dynamics as well as biarticular muscles are included. They propose a general principle: “neural activity in M1 commands muscle activity and is optimized for the physics of the motor effector.”

Because cortical output cells have a set of target muscles that can be identified with SpTA of EMG activity, it is natural to ask how closely the firing rate modulations of these cells covary with the activity of their target muscles. This potentially could be a more robust linkage than relationships to joint force, because the cell’s target muscles are, in most cases, only a partial contributor to movement force measured at the joint. Griffin et al. (2008) investigated this issue by recording EMG activity from 22–24 arm and hand muscles simultaneously with the activity of identified CM cells during a reach-to-grasp task that produced rich muscle activation patterns. At least one firing rate peak for nearly all (95%) CM cells tested matched a corresponding peak in the EMG activity of one of its target muscles. Nevertheless, significant disparities were common. However, correlations between the activity of small ensembles of CM cells sharing the same target muscle and the EMG activity of that muscle were relatively strong (r ≈ 0.8). These results support the view that CM output from M1 cortex encodes movement in a framework of muscle-based parameters, specifically muscle-activation patterns as reflected in EMG activity.

How can mismatches between the activity of CM cells and their target muscles be explained? A major factor is likely to be the multitude of inputs motoneurons receive. The motoneuron pool for a particular muscle receives convergent input not only from the recorded CM cell but also from a large number of additional CM cells. It is perhaps not surprising that the activity of any single CM cells does not correlate perfectly with the EMG activity of the target muscle. Additionally, there are
multiple brain descending systems (Davidson and Buford 2004; Lemon 2008; Mewes and Cheney 1991, 1994; Miller et al. 1993; Miller and Houk 1995; Riddle et al. 2009), and it is reasonable to assume that motoneuron activity for any given movement is the result of summation of inputs from all these descending systems together with input from sensory afferents. Such a multitude of inputs to motoneurons would produce an expectation that the activity of any given single neuron should show broad positive covariation with target muscle activity, but with likely discrepancies in the presence and timing of specific EMG peaks. This is exactly what we see.

There is another very interesting category of discrepancy between CM cell and target muscle activity that strongly suggests specialization for specific categories of muscle activity. CM cells are not involved in all movements that engage their target muscles, but rather only a subset of these movements. The idea that CM cells are functionally tuned for particular movements or phases of movements has received substantial new support in an elegant series of experiments from Peter Strick and colleagues (Griffin et al. 2015). Using a wrist center-out task, they were able to dissociate movement direction from muscle EMG activity by having the monkey perform the task with the wrist supinated, pronated, or vertical. Movement direction in external coordinates remained the same for all these wrist orientations, but the muscle activity to achieve the movement varied substantially for each orientation. A previous study from Strick’s laboratory (Kakei et al. 1999) using this task and recording unidentified motor cortical cells showed that a large fraction of cells tested (32%) exhibited activity that was muscle-like; however, an even larger number of cells (50%) had activity that was related to the direction of wrist movement in space independent of the pattern of muscle activity underlying the movement. The existence of true direction-related cells in motor cortex is consistent with the findings of others (Kalaska et al. 1989). However, an important question is, how would the results change if the motor cortex cells were identified as CM cells? Griffin et al. (2015) have now taken advantage of the same movement paradigm as the previous study (Kakei et al. 1999) with the additional condition that motor cortex cells were identified as CM cells using spike-triggered averaging of EMG activity. Their results support the concept that “the different functional uses of muscles are represented by separate populations of CM cells.” Under different conditions, the same muscle might function as an agonist, synergist, fixator, or antagonist. Different CM cells were found to represent each of these functions. In this way, nearly all (19/20) were muscle-like, but for a particular category of function. Their study raises the question of whether this functional tuning is a categorical or continuous function. Their data suggest it maybe continuous, but they point out that broad tuning may mask a more categorical relationship.

The conclusions of Griffin et al. (2015) are consistent with several previous examples of functional dissociation between the activity of CM cells and their target muscles. Cheney and Fetz (1980) found CM cells that were reliably and robustly modulated during controlled ramp-and-hold movements but nearly inactive during ballistic movements of the same joint despite much greater activity of the cell’s target muscles, suggesting that some other system is involved in producing relatively uncontrolled ballistic movements. Another example of this type of specialization was reported by Fetz and Cheney (1987). They showed that CM cells can be strongly activated for alternating wrist movements involving a reciprocal pattern of flexor and extensor muscle activation, but inactivated and nearly silent for power grip movements that coactivated the wrist flexors and extensors. In this case, the activity of the CM cell can be understood in terms of its postspike effects. Because the cell in this case produced inhibition of the flexor muscles in addition to excitation of extensors, its activation during power grip would have been inconsistent with coactivation of flexors and extensors required for the power grip task. This suggests that the synaptic actions cells have on agonist and antagonist muscles is a major factor in their selection for involvement in particular movements. The cells with negative firing rate force relations reported by Muir and Lemon (1983) for a precision grip task requiring muscle co-contraction might also be explained in terms of reducing possible reciprocal inhibition. Yet another example of dissociation between the activity of CM cells and target muscles is a study of precision grip and power grip by Muir and Lemon (1983). CM cells discharged at a higher rate for precision grip than power grip despite the fact that the cell’s target muscles were more often active for power grip. In some cases, the CM cell showed no modulation for power grip. The specialization of CM cells for different categories of movement may explain why the same muscle is re-represented many times throughout multiple sites in motor cortex (Capaday et al. 2013; Lemon 1988, 1990; Park et al. 2001; Porter and Lemon 1993; Schieber and Hibbard 1993; Van Acker et al. 2014).

We can conclude from the evidence presented above that CM cells encode muscle-related parameters of movement such as EMG activity and muscle force. However, unlike the activity of α-motoneurons, the activity of CM cells is not rigidly coupled to the activity of its target muscles. Rather, CM cells show specialization for particular movements or categories of muscle activity.

As mentioned earlier, there is another dimension or level on which CM cell encoding occurs. Knowing what the activity encodes is one step, but the next step is knowing where the activity goes and what is encoded in the cell’s target muscles. An early question related to this issue was whether CM cells influence single muscles or multiple muscles. The answer to this question has come from the results of spike-triggered averaging (Fetz and Cheney 1980; Lemon et al. 1986; Schieber and Rivlis 2005) and intra-axonal labeling of pyramidal tract axons (Shinoda et al. 1981). Although some CM cells, particularly those involved with finger movements, have their terminations confined to motoneurons of single muscles, the majority distribute terminals to multiple synergist muscles involved in a task (Fetz and Cheney 1980; Porter and Lemon 1993; Schieber and Rivlis 2007). Many CM cells not only facilitate multiple synergist muscles but also suppress the activity of antagonists (Kasser and Cheney 1985). Agonist muscles in this case are ones that coactivate with the CM cell. This simple pattern of synaptic organization represents a specialized functional muscle synergy operating at a single joint to produce movement in a particular direction where suppression of antagonist muscle activity is hard-wired into the connections of CM cells to facilitate the movement. This result raises the question of how divergent the terminations single CM cells might be. Do the target muscles of some CM cells include muscles at multiple forelimb joints? To
address this question, McKiernan et al. (1998) recorded CM cells in relation to a reach-to-grasp task requiring different patterns of coactivation of muscles at the shoulder, elbow, wrist, forearm digit, and intrinsic hand muscles. They found that the terminations of CM cells engaged in this task were not confined to muscles at a single joint; rather, 45% of cells facilitated muscles involving at least one distal and one proximal joint. The synergies formed by the target muscles of CM cells are not random but show a strong bias in favor of combinations of muscles at adjacent joints (Park et al. 2004).

The final question to consider is how CM cells are organized in the cortex. There is evidence that corticospinal cells in layer 5 are not uniformly distributed. Rather, they show a patchy or clustered organization (Jones and Wise 1977). Is there any functional significance to this clustered organization? Cheney and Fetz (1985) were able to identify the muscle fields of neighboring CM cells. They showed that neighboring CM cells recorded simultaneously through the same electrode had muscles fields that were very similar in terms of both the muscles with PSpF as well as the strength of effects in those muscles. This result was strengthened further by showing that effects in stimulus-triggered averages obtained by applying microstimuli at the same cortical site produced profiles of effects on muscles that closely matched the effects in spike-triggered averages from the same site. As expected, the poststimulus facilitation effects were stronger than postspike effects consistent with activation of multiple output cells with stimulation. However, the fact that the distribution and magnitude profile of effects matched the postspike effects suggests that all the cells activated with stimulation must have a similar set of target muscles and even a common strength of synaptic input to the motoneurons of those muscles. Similar results have been reported by Lemon (1988).

It should be noted that not all studies have found a clustered organization of corticospinal neurons (Rathelot and Strick 2006). However, the organization proposed above does not require actual clustering of corticospinal neurons. It only requires that neighboring corticospinal neurons share a largely common set of target muscles (muscle synergy). These localized collections of corticospinal neurons representing different muscle synergies might then be viewed as the fundamental output modules of motor cortex. It should also be noted that this view of organization is not in conflict with findings from viral labeling of corticospinal neurons with monosynaptic linkages to a single muscle showing a widely dispersed organization (Rathelot and Strick 2006, 2009). This result would be expected because any single muscle would be re-represented many times in the cortex as components of output modules for many different muscle synergies.

In conclusion, what is encoded by motor cortex cells? The answer would be many different parameters if all motor cortex cells are considered. However, if cells with a synaptic linkage to motoneurons are identified, a more uniform answer emerges. Motor cortex output encodes intrinsic muscle-related parameters (force, EMG activity). The axons of corticospinal neurons distribute these signals at the spinal level not just to motoneurons of single muscles, but rather to combinations of motoneuron pools (muscles), which encode functional muscle synergies for single and multijoint coordinated movements. CM cells represent the full range of ways in which their target muscles participate in movements including roles as agonists, synergists, fixators, and antagonists (Griffin et al. 2015). CM cells show motor task specialization and only become recruited for tasks appropriate for their set of target muscles and only for particular categories of movement. In this way they differ from α-motoneurons. Cells with similar muscles fields are clustered together in the cortex. Cells influencing a particular muscle are re-represented many times across the cortex as components of numerous different functional muscle synergies.

Trajectory Representations in the Motor Cortex
–N. G. Hatsopoulos

In the early 20th century, Leyton and Sherrington argued that the motor cortex (M1) “seems to possess, or to be in touch with, the small localized movements as separable units, and to supply great numbers of connecting processes between these, so as to associate them together in extremely varied combinations” (Leyton and Sherrington 1917). In today’s parlance, this view might be rephrased by stating that individual M1 neurons represent or “code for” elementary movements and can be combined via the intrinsic connectivity of motor cortex to generate the rich variety of complex motor behaviors that are observed in mammals, in general, and primates, more specifically. The key to this perspective is that M1 neurons encode temporally extensive movements. In contrast, most theories of M1 function over the past 50 years have focused on different time-independent movement parameters such as force, direction, velocity, position, speed, acceleration, or combinations of these that might be encoded in the firing rates of individual M1 neurons (Ashe and Georgopoulos 1994; Cabel et al. 2001; Cheney and Fetz 1980; Evarts 1968; Fu et al. 1993, 1995a; Georgopoulos et al. 1982, 1984; Hepp-Reymond et al. 1978; Kalaska et al. 1989; Kurata 1993; Moran and Schwartz 1999; Paninski et al. 2004; Smith et al. 1975; Stark et al. 2006; Taira et al. 1996).

Unfortunately, despite numerous studies examining a whole host of static movement parameters, no consensus has been reached as to what exactly M1 encodes. There are several possible reasons why the state of understanding of motor cortical function is in such a confused state. First, most movement parameters are highly correlated with each other during natural movement, so it becomes very challenging to tease apart which parameter, if any, is actually represented in the firing response of individual neurons. Unlike the study of sensory processing, where the stimulus is under the control of the experimenter, movements are generated by the organism, and movement parameters that characterize these movements are interdependent due to limitations in the behavioral paradigm, physical laws of motion, and regularities in biological motion (Lacquinti et al. 1983; Viviani and Cenzato 1985; Viviani and McCollum 1983; Viviani and Terzuolo 1982). Second, the motor cortex is likely not a single monolithic structure representing one thing, but rather may have distinct functional properties in depth over its six layers and horizontally across its cortical sheet. For example, the caudal portion of the macaque motor cortex within the central sulcus possesses nearly all fast, direct corticomotorneuronal neurons that make direct connections with motor neurons controlling the distal as well as proximal limb (Rathelot and Strick 2006, 2009; see, however, Witham et al. 2016, which provides evidence that slower and weaker corticomotorneuronal neurons
exist in rostral motor cortex on the precentral gyrus). Therefore, caudal motor cortex may represent lower level force or muscle activity, whereas rostral motor cortex may code for higher level kinematic features of movement. A third possibility is that the notion that M1 codes for static, Newtonian parameters of motion is misguided (Churchland et al. 2012).

We have put forth a model of M1 function that resurrects the early viewpoint of Leyton and Sherrington in which we argue that M1 represents temporally extensive movement fragments or trajectories (Hatsopoulos et al. 2007). This model is motivated by the fact M1 activity is related to movement parameters such as direction at multiple time lags and the observation that preferred directions can vary at these different time lags. Although the model remains agnostic as to exactly whether these fragments are characterized kinematically or kinetically, it more accurately predicts the firing responses of M1 neurons than a static, parametric model such as one that assumes that neurons encode direction. Using a generalized linear model that assumes Poisson noise, we fit the mean spike count, \( \mu(t) \), within the spike sampling time, \( t \), to an exponential of the inner product between the preferred velocity trajectory, \( \vec{k} \), and the normalized velocity trajectory of the hand, \( \vec{\nu}(t) \), fit the data (Fig. 1A):

\[
\mu(t) = \exp \left[ \vec{k} \cdot \vec{\nu}(t) + \gamma \right] = P[\text{spike}(t)]
\]  

(1)

where each velocity trajectory extends over a range of times before and after the spike sampling time, \( t \), and \( \gamma \) is an offset parameter of the model. The spike sampling time, \( t \), is centered on a small sampling window (e.g., 10 ms) such that the mean spike count is approximately equal to the probability of a spike occurring, \( P[\text{spike}(t)] \). The normalized velocity trajectory, \( \vec{\nu}(t) \), is a sequence of hand velocities over a predefined time duration and is normalized by dividing by the L2-norm. We call \( \vec{k} \) the preferred velocity trajectory because the inner product in the exponent is maximized when the \( \vec{\nu}(t) \) vector is...
aligned with it. Normalization mathematically describes the shape of the velocity trajectory but does not consider average speed and position, which are known to affect the firing of motor cortical neurons (Georgopoulos et al. 1984; Moran and Schwartz 1999). Therefore, the model in Eq. 1 can be expanded to include terms reflecting the average speed and average position of the trajectory sample. For simplicity, we limit our discussion of the model to two-dimensional reaching movements of the hand, although it has been shown to apply to more complex three-dimensional reaching and grasping movements (Saleh et al. 2010, 2012). By integrating the x- and y-components of \( \dot{k} \) in time, the preferred paths or “pathlets” for each neuron can be created (Fig. 1B). The vector, \( \dot{k} \), is dimensionless but can be treated as if it had units of velocity because it is proportional to the normalized velocity trajectory that maximizes the mean spike count, and, therefore, its time integral be viewed as having units of position. The blue and red segments of the pathlet occur before or after the spike sampling time, respectively.

Using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis, we found that a 400-ms-long trajectory (−100 to +300 ms with respect to the spike sampling time) maximized the spike prediction accuracy. A 400-ms trajectory more accurately predicted the occurrence of a spike (or lack of a spike) even when compared with a brief 50-ms trajectory between +100 and +150 ms with respect to the spike sampling time (\( P < 0.01 \), sign test), which is often treated as the optimal lag between a motor cortical neuron’s firing and velocity (Moran and Schwartz 1999; Paninski et al. 2004). We also showed that a population vector decoding algorithm can more accurately predict movement direction when each neuron in the population possesses multiple preferred directions at different time leads/lags vs. an algorithm that considers only a single static preferred direction per neuron (Hatsopoulos et al. 2007).

Our model also has a number of other attractive features. First, several groups have observed that the preferred directions of individual M1 neurons shift in orientation over the course of reaching movements in a center-out task when measured at a finer timescale even before movement begins (Churchland and Shenoy 2007; Mason et al. 1998; Sergio and Kalaska 1998; Sergio et al. 2005). This is an important phenomenon that calls into question the idea that motor cortical neurons possess a fixed preferred movement direction. Our trajectory encoding model can predict these systematic shifts in preferred direction by demonstrating that the path generated by temporal integration of these fine timescale preferred directions are similar to the shape of the preferred trajectory estimated by our model (Hatsopoulos et al. 2007). Second, the response profiles of M1 neurons have been noted to be complex in time and heterogeneous across neurons (Churchland and Shenoy 2007). Although it would be hard to explain why there are so many different complex response profiles if M1 neurons were only encoding direction, our trajectory model suggests that this heterogeneity is useful in generating a rich set of motion templates with complex shapes (Fig. 1C). Third, given the exponential nature of our model, we have shown how simultaneously firing neurons generate pathlet representations that are synthesized by mathematically adding the pathlet representations of the constituent neurons, thus creating a still richer set of motion templates (Hatsopoulos and Amit 2012). Finally, our model implicitly incorporates the effects of sensory feedback on the encoding properties of M1 neurons by constructing preferred movement fragments that extend in the future (motoric effects) as well as in the past (sensory effects) with respect to the neuron’s response.

**Motor Cortex as a Dynamical Machine for Controlling Movement – M. T. Kaufman**

Motor cortex presumably exists to control movement (Fetz 1992; Scott 2008). It has therefore long been argued that M1 is best understood as a pattern generator (Brown 1914) whose key function is to produce the coordinated, time-varying control signals needed to guide the spinal cord in causing a precise sequence of muscle contractions.

One possibility to understand this pattern generator is that we can describe each neuron in terms of its representation of high-level signals. A sizable branch of the literature argues that neural activity in motor and premotor cortex directly encodes high-level movement parameters such as hand velocity (Moran and Schwartz 1999) or position (Aflalo and Graziano 2006).

However, a preponderance of more recent evidence does not support the conclusion that high-level signals make up the strongest component of M1 activity. For example, neurons seemingly switch their relationships with hand velocity and other movement parameters over the course of a movement (Churchland and Shenoy 2007; Churchland et al. 2010; Crammond and Kalaska 2000; Fu et al. 1995b). Individual neurons in these areas do not even have consistent relationships with movement direction over hundreds of milliseconds (Hatsopoulos et al. 2007) or across postures (Scott and Kalaska 1997), despite the tight connection between M1 and the muscles (Dum and Strick 2002; Morrow and Miller 2003; Morrow et al. 2007). Moreover, neurons seemingly vary widely in how much the changes in their firing rates lead or lag muscle activity or hand velocity, both across neurons and for the same neuron over the course of a movement (Moran and Schwartz 1999). High-level representations may be present (Sanger 1994), but they cannot explain a large fraction of the activity (Aflalo and Graziano 2007). Why are the neuron-muscle relationships inconsistent? What are these other patterns of activity?

As an alternative approach, we can take a more mechanistic view and ask how the movement control signals come to be generated. That is, how does the neural population work together to produce the correct outputs (Briggman et al. 2005; Mazor and Laurent 2005)?

Considering that M1 is a biologically complex and highly recurrent network of neurons, perhaps we should expect a dynamical system whose individual units are unlikely to have external functional meanings (Fetz 1992). Fitting dynamical systems models is an approach to understanding these kinds of systems (Shenoy et al. 2011, 2013). This approach eschews trying to understand the response of each neuron considered separately, since neurons are simply cogs in a larger machine. Neurons are therefore expected to contain mixes of various command signals (Mussa-Ivaldi 1988; Sanger 1994), plus other activity that serves purely internal roles in helping to generate the output patterns. If this view is correct, it may not be productive to talk about what a single M1 neuron “codes”; neurons’ responses will correlate with virtually any external
parameters or reference frame simply because these parameters correlate with the needed command signals and feedback.

Dynamical systems models explain a number of previously confusing aspects of M1 activity and have made a number of predictions tested by experiments. Four sets of tested predictions are described below.

First, despite the complexity of individual neurons’ responses, dynamical systems models predict that when activity is viewed at the population level, it is likely to be simple. In particular, the neural state (the set of firing rates across neurons) should follow consistent dynamical “rules” governing how that state changes as a function of what it was a moment ago. As predicted, for reaching movements, these rules are surprisingly simple and consistent across many different movement directions, distances, speeds, and curvatures. Specifically, the population largely acts like an oscillator: during movement, neurons’ firing rates oscillate at two frequencies, and firing rates maintain consistent phase relationships with one another across conditions (Churchland et al. 2012). These oscillations are well suited for motor cortex’s role as a generator of output patterns sent to the muscles: just as one can use a Fourier transform to decompose any time-varying pattern into a sum of sinusoids, these oscillations make an excellent basis for producing the time-varying muscle activity we observe during movement. Oscillators are such a parsimonious mechanism for generating these signals that when artificial neural networks are trained to recreate recorded muscle activities, these networks converge on solving the problem using oscillators, too (Sussillo et al. 2015). Knowledge of these dynamics has practical implications, as well: incorporating oscillatory dynamics into neural prosthetics algorithms improves performance (Kao et al. 2015). Thus, despite the confusing responses of individual neurons, the pattern of activity can be seen to be highly structured at the level of the population when viewed through a dynamical systems lens.

Second, because neurons in motor cortex can covary in numerous patterns (neural activity is ~10–20 dimensional), whereas muscles covary in fewer patterns (muscle activity is ~5 dimensional), dynamical systems models predict that not all of the neural patterns are needed to control the muscles. Thus, only a limited number of the possible neural readouts will be “output-potent”; the other activity patterns should be “output-null” and presumably serve internal functions. As predicted, most of the activity when preparing movements, a time when muscle activity must remain constant, is in these output-null patterns, which are invisible from the vantage point of the muscles (Kaufman et al. 2014). This activity may nonetheless be important both for “seeding” the dynamics needed for movement (Churchland et al. 2010) and for supporting the oscillatory dynamical rules during the movement itself. Because the output-potent patterns pool over many neurons, and each neuron may contribute to multiple muscles, this idea may also explain how individual neurons can have seemingly inconsistent relationships with individual muscles (Druckmann and Chklovskii 2012; Schieber and Rivilis 2007).

Third, the dynamical systems view predicts that the neural state should evolve smoothly over time; the relevant time constants should match the movements being generated, which are much slower than the time constants of neural membranes (e.g., Bernacchia et al. 2011). This helps explain why firing rates tend to undergo smooth changes over time during normal reaches, during re-planning after a target is abruptly changed (Ames et al. 2014), or when an animal spontaneously changes its mind about which target to reach (Kaufman et al. 2015). Additionally, this expectation of smoothness correctly predicts a reaction time benefit when the neural state happens to be “close” to movement-related states at the time of a go cue (Afshar et al. 2011).

Finally, in order for the system to have smooth, simple dynamics, dynamical systems models predict that there should be a large and stereotyped change in firing rates just before movement activity begins. This change would serve the mechanistic role of bringing the neural state from a zone with stable dynamics (suited to keeping the arm still during preparation) to a zone with the oscillatory dynamics needed to drive movement (Fig. 2A; Churchland et al. 2012; Hennequin et al. 2014; Petreska et al. 2011; Sussillo et al. 2015). We recently reported such a “condition-invariant” signal, which comprises a surprisingly large fraction of the data variance (at least half) and is nearly identical across many different reaching movements (Fig. 2B; Kaufman et al. 2016).

Although this view has made a number of strong predictions about what M1 activity should look like, it also has room for compatibility with a number of other models. Whereas individual neurons contain confusing mixtures of signals, at the population level it may be possible to separate out the sorts of signals that researchers have looked for previously: muscle output, feedback, joint angles, high-level planning signals, learning signals, control policies, etc. These different signals could exist in different subspaces of all the possible activity patterns, in the same way that output-potent patterns are a subspace of all the possible activity patterns. The idea of dynamical systems modeling is helpful in part because it is unifying: it allows us to think about what different activity patterns might mean, how they might come to be, and what their effects will be. At the same time, it makes us consider that some of these signals might not mean much at all in themselves. Instead, they might simply be part of how the cortical pattern-generation machine functions.

Dynamical systems models thus provide insight into how a population of neurons transforms its inputs into the detailed, time-varying outputs needed to control the body. This approach also opens many new lines of questions. First, how are the needed movement-epoch dynamics learned? How similar are they across more diverse contexts (Kurata and Wise 1988; Perfiliev et al. 2010)? Second, is feedback vital to achieving the needed dynamics? Does the network act as an optimal feedback controller (a type of dynamical systems model; Todoro and Jordan 2002), capable of shaping its perturbation responses according to the task demands (Omran et al. 2016; Pruszynski et al. 2014; Scott et al. 2015)? Third, how do networks of real, spiking neurons give rise to smooth network dynamics (Abbott et al. 2016; Litwin-Kumar and Doiron 2012)? Fourth, what are the roles of known biological structure, such as cell types, cortical layers, and connectivity? Inhibitory neurons, for example, are probably not simply gating outputs (Kaufman et al. 2010, 2013; Merchant et al. 2008). Instead, cell types likely play crucial dynamical roles such as shaping time constants and stability (Litwin-Kumar et al. 2016; Rajan and Abbott 2006) and in enabling plasticity (Chen et al. 2015). The notion of a population-level understanding is thus not in conflict with understanding the roles of neurons in the circuit; it simply...
acknowledges that individual neurons probably cannot be understood in isolation.

Sophisticated Feedback Processing for Motor Control

–M. Omrani

Graceful control of body movement relies heavily on the integrity of the sensory feedback pathways. This integral role is evidenced by the observation that pure sensory deficits can often cause devastating motor consequences (Marsden 1998; Sarlegna et al. 2006), comparable in severity to those caused by defects in motor-related areas (e.g., stroke or cerebellar ataxia). Any damage to the integrity of the sensory feedback system inevitably causes motor deficits. For instance, as you might have experienced, it is extremely hard to whistle a tune after dental freezing; however, only the sensory branches of the trigeminal nerve are blocked through dental freezing, whereas the motor branches of the facial nerve are left intact. Loss of motor function following sensory deficit is commonly observed in patients with peripheral sensory neuropathy (e.g., Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease), to the extent that it can cause coordination loss similar to that observed in cerebellar diseases (i.e., “sensory ataxia”; see Riggins and England 2012). Interestingly, in these patients, the motor symptoms are aggravated when the patients shut their eyes, and are improved when visual feedback about the state of their body and the world surrounding them is available. These examples highlight the significance of sensory feedback in conserving the agility of our movements. Nevertheless, over the past few decades, the crucial role of sensory feedback for motor control has not received the attention it deserves.

Parallel somatosensory pathways to primary motor cortex.

There is an extensive network of direct and indirect pathways that deliver peripheral sensory information to the primary motor cortex. A major source of sensory feedback to M1 is primary somatosensory cortex (S1), but S1 is neither an exclusive source of feedback to M1, nor does it send a homogenous type of feedback to M1. For instance, whereas S1 ablation reduces the size of sensory evoked responses in M1, it neither abolishes nor changes the latency of these responses (Asanuma et al. 1980). Sensory information about proprioception, touch, and vibration is transferred from peripheral receptors, through large-diameter myelinated axons, to the dorsal root of the spinal cord. These fibers ascend through the dorsal column toward higher sensory areas. The ventral posterior nucleus (VP) of the thalamus is the main target of these cutaneous afferents (Kaas 2008). VP has a dense connection with primary somatosensory areas of the cortex (areas 3b and 1; Jones and Powell 1970; Padberg et al. 2009; Whitsel et al. 1978). On the other hand, areas 3a and 2 of cortex mostly receive sensory information from muscle spindles through the ventral lateral nucleus (VLp) and the ventral posterior superior nucleus (VPs) respectively. VLp contains neurons that respond to muscle manipulation and joint rotations, and has dense projections to motor and premotor areas in addition to area 3a (Asanuma et al. 1979; Fang et al. 2006). VLP also receives cerebellar projections from the dentate and interpositus nuclei of the cerebellum (Sakai et al. 1999; Stepniewska et al. 2003). VPs receives sensory information from muscle spindles and feeds projections to posterior parietal area 5, as well (Kaas 2008).

In addition to these direct feedback pathways, there are ample recurrent connections between these cortical areas, which could act as indirect feedback pathways to M1. M1 receives abundant direct sensory input from the periphery (through VLp; Asanuma et al. 1979; Fang et al. 2006). M1 also receives information from primary (areas 3a, 1 and 2) and secondary (area 5) somatosensory areas (Jones et al. 1978; Kalaska 1996; Lucier et al. 1975; Strick and Kim 1978; Zarzecki et al. 1978) as well as deep cerebellar nuclei (Strick 1983; Vilis et al. 1976). Proprioceptive information is transferred to cerebellum through spinocerebellar tracts (Yaginuma and Matsushita 1987) to the interpositus nucleus (IN). Interestingly, IN also receives somatotopically relevant information from primary cortical areas (i.e., S1 and M1) (Allen et al. 1977). Sensory information from IN is in turn passed to higher

Fig. 2. Activity undergoes a large, condition-invariant change to a zone with oscillatory dynamics just before reaching movements in monkeys. A: illustration of the dynamical systems prediction that the neural state should be quite different during preparation vs. during movement. This is because there must be a large distance in firing rate space between the active, oscillatory dynamics needed to produce time-varying patterns during movement and the stable dynamics needed to keep the arm still during preparation. PC, principal component; jPC, component that captures rotational structure in the activity. [Reproduced with modification from Churchland et al. (2012).] B: recorded neural activity exhibits such a condition-invariant change, followed by oscillatory patterns. Each trace corresponds to a different reach, with trial-averaged activity plotted over time. Baseline activity is plotted in gray, preparatory activity in blue, and movement-epoch activity in shades of green and red. For the many different reaches tested, neural activity underwent a stereotyped translation in the dimension CIS, (the first dimension of the condition-invariant signal). This was followed by rotations in state space, which correspond to oscillations in firing rates. [Reproduced with modification from Kaufman et al. (2016).]
cortical areas, through thalamic nuclei (e.g., VLP). One of the areas receiving a major contribution from IN is area 5, which receives proprioceptive information through the anterior ventral (VA) thalamic nucleus (Sasaki et al. 1972, 1973, 1976) and feeds directly to M1. M1 also receives feedback from premotor areas [i.e., dorsal and ventral premotor areas (PMd and PMv) and the supplementary motor area (SMA)], which in turn receive input from the periphery through VLP and posterior parietal cortex. Many of these areas respond to mechanical perturbation, such as area 5 (Weber and He 2004) and premotor areas (Bauswein et al. 1991; Boudreau et al. 2001). These direct and indirect pathways demonstrate the diverse and intimate relation of M1 to peripheral somatosensory feedback. This relation becomes even more interesting knowing that almost all these areas receive reciprocal connections from M1 (Coulter and Jones 1977; Johnson et al. 1993, 1996). Note that this section is only focused on somatosensory feedback and does not discuss the rich feedback pathways from other sensory modalities such as auditory or visual systems, although they are undoubtedly quite important (Budinger and Scheich 2009; Miller and Vogt 1984).

**Theoretical frameworks for integration of sensory feedback for motor control.** The first theoretical framework to explain the use of sensory feedback in motor control was servo-control (closed-loop control) theory, which was adapted from control engineering by physiologists such as Matthews (1933) and Merton (1950). According to this theory, to control a system, a desired state is defined for the controller, to which it constantly compares the current state to generate an error signal (i.e., sensory discrepancy). For instance, in the example of a thermostat, this error signal is the difference between the desired temperature and the current temperature. The output of the controller is proportional to the size of this error signal; therefore, bigger error entails bigger output to correct the error faster. The controller stops when there is no more difference between the desired and the current states (i.e., no sensory discrepancy). Merton suggested a similar mechanism for controlling joint movement. According to his theory, to move a joint from one position to the next, sensory discrepancy, induced by changing the excitability of the muscle spindles, was transformed into a change in efferent muscle activation (Eldred et al. 1953). In this scheme, the desired position is determined by the supraspinal areas through changing the gamma drive. The gamma drive (i.e., fusimotor system) changes the positional sensitivity of the muscle spindles by making them taut/slack, therefore changing its firing rate in any given position. The difference in the current activity of the spindle and a given base rate is in turn transformed to alpha drive through a spinal reflexive loop, changing the length of the extrafusal muscle fibers. This system could also counteract any peripheral perturbations, by correcting any imposed sensory discrepancy (the difference between the induced firing rate and the base firing rate of the muscle spindles) through the same spinal loop. Nevertheless, this theory necessitates the intra- and extrafusal drives to act independently, a notion disproved through later studies, showing a high correlation between the two efferent motor drives (i.e., alpha-gamma coactivation; Hagbarth and Vallbo 1968).

The initial experiments testing the servo-control hypothesis were mostly performed on a single joint (e.g., wrist; Hammond et al. 1956; and see Desmedt 1977 for a review), therefore dismissing the complications of controlling a multijointed system such as the arm. When a multijointed system is being controlled, torques applied to one joint cause movement not only in that joint but also in all the joints connected to it, a concept known as intersegmental dynamics (e.g., consider moving the head of a Wiggle snake by flicking its tail). Due to intersegmental dynamics, every time each controller (e.g., the elbow joint) compensates for the movement caused by another joint torque (e.g., torque on the shoulder), it will in turn cause extra movement back in all other connected joints. In a system equipped with noise-free sensors and instantaneous reaction time, a servo-controller could still effectively control this jointed system, but in a system bound with biological noise and delay in signal transmission, such a control scheme is destined for instability.

A more recent theory of feedback control, named optimal feedback control (OFC), overcomes this theoretical challenge by suggesting that instead of using the delayed sensory feedback, the system could use the best estimate of sensory feedback ("state estimation") to generate motor output (Scott 2004; Todorov and Jordan 2002). Knowing the dynamics of the system being controlled, one could make a forward model to predict the sensory outcomes of an action before it happens (e.g., where would a car be in an hour driving 80 miles/h?). This sensory prediction could then be combined with the actual noisy and delayed sensory feedback, to provide the best estimation of the system state (Wolpert et al. 1995; Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000), which could be used for feedback control. For instance, when one intends to move the shoulder joint, the nervous system could predict that as a consequence the elbow joint would move, as well, and could stabilize the elbow joint even before the sensory feedback about its motion gets back to the brain (Gribble and Ostry 1999). The controller also considers the reliability of each source of information and accordingly weights them before combining them to generate state estimation (Körding and Wolpert 2004; Wolpert 2007).

A more exclusive feature of OFC is the concept of the minimum intervention principle. (Todorov and Jordan 2002). Although sensory feedback is necessary for successful movement in a variable environment, our corrective responses to an identical perturbation often depend on the behavior in which we are engaged. Consider shaving your face with a razor or carrying a few drinks across a busy bar. In both cases, you should be wary of any possible bumps and perturbations. However, your responses to someone bumping your arm would not be the same in the two situations. In the one case, you need to move the razor away from your face to avoid cuts, but in the other case, you need to pull your arms in tighter to avoid dropping any of the drinks. Not only can our corrective responses change across different behavioral contexts, but they can also change within the same behavioral context, demonstrating itself in the form of movement variability. This means that not all deviations in our actions from the original plan (whether caused by internal noise or external perturbations) are corrected to generate a stereotypical course of action. In fact, variability is an inherent feature of our day-to-day actions. Think of your handwriting, for instance: how you write slightly changes depending on what you write with (i.e., pencil vs. chalk), what you write on (i.e., paper vs. blackboard), the size of your writing, and your writing posture (horizontal vs. vertical). However, despite the considerable variability in writ-
ing any single letter, your handwriting is generally unique to you (Ghali et al. 2013). Variability is present even in our most precise actions. For instance, it has been shown that joint configuration in professional pistol shooters varies on a trial-by-trial basis, whereas their performance remains surprisingly unchanged (Scholz et al. 2000). OFC can nicely capture this flexible use of sensory feedback across tasks and the natural variability in our day-to-day behaviors by correcting the errors only if they affect the goal of the task; otherwise, they are ignored: hence the name, minimum intervention.

**Physiological evidence of feedback control of movement.** In the attempt to unravel the physiological circuitry of feedback driven motor control, it is important to remember a few points. First, OFC is a behavioral model and therefore does not make any predictions about the neural substrate of motor control. As a normative model, it needs to have separate boxes (e.g., state estimator) to explain different steps in processing the behavior. However, in reality there is no reason for each step to be processed in different brain areas, or even in a single area. All those mentioned functions could be processed in a distributed, parallel structure. Therefore, trying to find functional counterparts for each module in the brain might not be a fruitful approach. Second, we are sure the brain does not solve optimal feedback equations, yet its behavioral output looks optimal. Therefore, it is helpful to test the concepts falling out of this theory, such as the minimum intervention principle, in trying to understand the system, rather than formally looking for OFC in the brain.

In testing feedback controllers, an informative approach is to apply mechanical perturbations to induce sensory discrepancy and study the system’s output. The same concept has been used to investigate feedback-processing circuitry in the brain across different behavioral contexts. Using this technique, researchers have found that rapid motor responses to mechanical perturbations (i.e., sensory-driven motor outputs) share attributes previously reserved for voluntary motor control, such as sensitivity to task instruction and target selection (Hammond et al. 1956; Pruszynski et al. 2008; Rothwell et al. 1980; Shemmell et al. 2009), decision making (Nashed et al. 2014; Selen et al. 2012), adaptation and learning (Ahmadi-Pajouh et al. 2012; Cluff and Scott 2013; Crevecoeur and Scott 2013), consideration of target properties and obstacles in the way (Nashed et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2011), mechanical properties of the limb and environment (Cluff and Scott 2013; Kurtzer et al. 2008, 2009; Shemmell et al. 2010; Weiler et al. 2015), timing constraints or task urgency (Cluff and Scott 2015; Crevecoeur et al. 2013; Omrani et al. 2013), and also knowledge about the gain scaling of muscle forces (Pruszynski et al. 2009). Given the extensive sophistication of these feedback responses, it is reasonable to assume that they are processed in the same cortical (and subcortical) areas as the voluntary responses (Scott 2004, 2008, 2012). Therefore, learning more about the underlying neural circuitry of feedback processing can also help us better understand voluntary control in the brain (Scott 2016).

Hitzig and Fritsch were first to suggest the abundance of sensory feedback in motor cortex and suggest a role for that in motor control (Fritsch and Hitzig 1870). Phillips (1969) theoretically formulated this involvement in a framework, suggesting that primary motor cortex forms part of a transcortical pathway contributing to rapid motor responses (long-latency reflexes), with its gain changing on the basis of the behavioral task. Several studies have since confirmed the contribution of M1 activity in rapidly responding to mechanical perturbations and demonstrating its response timing to be compatible with its role in the long-latency stretch response of the muscles (Cheney and Fetz 1984; Evarts and Tanji 1976; Herter et al. 2009; Picard and Smith 1992; Pruszynski et al. 2011). It also has been shown that perturbation-related activity in M1 can be altered by behavioral context before concomitant changes in the long-latency stretch response (Conrad et al. 1974; Evarts and Tanji 1976; Omrani et al. 2013; Pruszynski et al. 2014; Wolpaw 1980a, 1980b).

Seminal work by Evarts and Tanji (1976) demonstrated that M1 cells have a dual response to mechanical perturbations. In this study, monkeys were trained to rapidly push or pull a handle following a mechanical perturbation that either assisted or resisted the instructed action. They found that the initial cortical response (i.e., 20–40 ms following the perturbation) was tightly coupled to the applied perturbation; however, the later response (starting at ∼50 ms) clearly reflected the instructed motor action. Pruszynski et al. (2014) found a similar pattern of responses in M1 when monkeys responded to mechanical perturbations by rapidly placing their hand into visual spatial targets while the perturbation either assisted or resisted their intended movement: a relatively invariant initial response followed by a modulated (target dependent) later response. This dual perturbation response of M1 cells is present whether the monkey is engaged in a postural control task and not (Omrani et al. 2014; see also Conrad et al. 1974; Wolpaw 1980a, 1980b). But what is the neural circuitry underlying such a dual perturbation response (i.e., an initial task-independent response followed by a later, task-dependent response) in M1?

It is generally believed that this dual response is driven by an initial task-independent input from the somatosensory cortex (Evarts 1973; Evarts and Fromm 1977, 1981), followed by task-dependent drive from the dentate nucleus of cerebellum (Hore and Vilis 1984; Meyer-Lohmann et al. 1975; Strick 1983; Vilis et al. 1976). However, given the sophistication of these rapid responses, we believe other cortical areas beyond the cerebellum also contribute to the M1 response to mechanical perturbations. We speculated that different sources of feedback, with different time delays and sensitivity to behavioral tasks, might be driving M1 activity, one driving the early task-independent response and the others driving the late task-dependent response. We therefore studied perturbation responses in a range of cortical regions associated with voluntary motor control [posterior parietal area 5 (A5), primary somatosensory area 2 (A2), primary somatosensory area 1 and 3 (S1), M1, and PMd] across three different behavioral contexts (i.e., engaged or not in a postural control task and target selection in response to perturbation; Omrani et al. 2016). We found sensory feedback to be rapidly transmitted to all these cortical regions within 25 ms of limb disturbance. Furthermore, sensory feedback was differentially modulated across these areas, depending on the behavioral task. When limb feedback was salient to an ongoing motor action (task engagement), neurons in parietal area 5 immediately (∼25 ms) increased their response to limb disturbances, whereas neurons in other regions did not alter their response until 15–40 ms later (i.e., ∼40–65 ms postperturbation). In contrast, initiation of motor actions, elicited by limb disturbance, to different targets (target selec-
tion) altered neural responses in primary motor cortex ~65 ms after the limb disturbance, and then in PMd, with no effect in parietal regions until 150 ms postperturbation (see Fig. 3). These results suggest that a highly distributed neural substrate is involved in processing sensory feedback and that each area plays a unique role in context-dependent modulation of feedback responses.

Such distributed neural circuitry could potentially convey multiple modalities of sensory feedback to the primary motor cortex. For instance, although most studies focus on the role of muscle spindle afferents in eliciting perturbation-related activities (Lucier et al. 1975), the contribution of cutaneous afferents that signal skin stretch, caused by the perturbation, should not be forgotten. Nevertheless, the very fastest responses, even in area 3b, are likely due to muscle afferents (Heath et al. 1976). Neurons in S1 with cutaneous receptive fields are broadly tuned to the direction of movement during reaching (Cohen et al. 1994; Prud’homme et al. 1994), much like those in M1 with receptive fields from shoulder and elbow muscles (Scott and Kalaska 1997). Therefore, we expect both muscle and cutaneous afferents to be broadly tuned to loads applied to the shoulder and elbow and to contribute to feedback responses observed in the sensory and motor cortices. Modalities other than somatosensory, such as vision, most probably contribute observed in the sensory and motor cortices. Modalities other than somatosensory, such as vision, most probably contribute to these feedback processing networks, as well (Franklin and Wolpert 2008), yet how multiple sources of sensory information interact is an important question to be further explored (Crevecoeur et al. 2016). Considering such rich representation of feedback from a variety of sources, it is not so strange that the motor cortex reflects multiple movement-related variables in its activity (Scott 2004; Todorov 2000).

In this section, I have aimed to establish the rich and intimate relation between sensory pathways and primary motor cortex, which is essential for a feedback controller. I have also argued that changing the behavioral goals of the task changes the activity in both sensory and motor cortices, reflecting task dependent sensory processing. Sensory evoked responses could be as flexible as voluntary actions, blurring the distinction between sensory evoked responses and voluntary control. Our neural findings suggest that multiple areas are involved with flexible processing of sensory feedback, with all their output converging at a common motor output: primary motor cortex. Although this evidence does not directly support the existence of an optimal feedback controller in the brain, OFC theory opens a window to better understand the relation between sensory feedback and motor output. I therefore suggest that to better understand the neural circuitry underlying motor control, we should pay more attention to the role of sensory feedback in motor cortex.

Discussion

P. D. Cheney (PDC): “Although the papers in this review seem to present contradictory points of view, in an open discussion the authors were able to reach consensus on a number of key issues. That conversation provided an outline for the authors to produce a synthesis, presented in discussion form below.”

Motor output, the better understood part. PDC: “There was consensus that while the properties of M1 neurons in general are highly diverse, the properties of M1 output neurons with monosynaptic linkages to motoneurons [corticomotoneuronal (CM) cells] are much more uniform with more consistent relationships to movement parameters. There was agreement that, at this point, an overwhelming body of evidence exists to support control of low-level parameters (EMG, muscle force) by CM cell activity. The same is probably also true of cortical cells with less direct synaptic linkages. It is also accepted that CM cells are just one cell type in motor cortex and that the properties of the vast majority of cells are not as well understood. In future studies, significant progress in understanding the properties of other cells in motor cortex would benefit from establishing the synaptic targets of the cells under study. There was also discussion as to whether the properties of CM cells are in some way incompatible with the dynamic systems model or the trajectory model. There was agreement that no incompatibility exists and that these properties can be easily integrated into both models.

“Having agreed that the output from M1 cortex to muscles can be understood in terms of well-documented properties of CM cells, then it seems that a major question for future studies is how the activity of CM cells is generated by cortical, subcortical, and sensory afferent inputs.”

M1, not a monolithic structure. N. G. Hatsopoulos (NGH): “So, we can all agree that M1 is not one thing. Horizontally across the cortical sheet, caudal M1 on the anterior bank of the central sulcus has physiological and anatomical properties distinct from rostral M1 on the precentral gyrus. Based on Strick’s rabies virus studies (Rathelot and Strick 2009), it appears that almost all CM cells reside in caudal M1. Rostral

![Fig. 3. Context-dependent patterns across sensorimotor cortex. Default response (top) is represented by activity patterns when the animal is not engaged in a postural task [i.e., the Movie Task in the original experiment; see Omrani et al. (2016)]. Task engagement (middle) is represented by the differential signal between being engaged (i.e., the Posture Task in the original experiment) and not (i.e., the Movie Task) in a postural task. Target selection (bottom) is represented by differential activity between the targets the hand is pushed away from (i.e., OUT in the original experiment) and pushed into (i.e., IN in the original experiment). Activity is plotted using a color map. In the default response, population response is capped at 70 spikes/s. Differential signals are normalized to their maximum response in the posture task (au, arbitrary units). [Adapted from Omrani et al. (2016).]
M1 acts on motor neurons indirectly via polysynaptic connections. This suggests that caudal M1 may be considered a direct controller of muscle activity. A recent study by Witham et al. (2016), however, provides evidence that slower and weaker corticomotoneuronal neurons exist in rostral motor cortex on the precentral gyrus. Nevertheless, even if there are CM cells in rostral motor cortex, their properties are different from those in caudal motor cortex. Moreover, caudal M1 tends to receive predominantly tactile sensory inputs from the periphery, whereas rostral M1 receives proprioceptive inputs (TANJI and Wise 1981). Vertically, only layer 5 neurons project down the spinal cord. However, layer 5 cells also project to other areas, including the striatum, the pontine nuclei, and the red nucleus. Therefore, it does not seem fair to generalize findings in one area of M1 to its function as a whole.”

Control as a unifying theme. M. T. Kaufman (MTK): “I argue that the key perspective for understanding M1 is that it presumably exists to control the body. My choice of a unifying theme is the idea of ‘control.’ We would expect spinal projection neurons to carry mostly output and other control signals, but the many other cells in M1 may be needed to support production of these outputs. Producing a complex and appropriate output signal is a challenging optimization problem, even for computers, so it makes sense that there are all sorts of other signals floating around in motor cortex: they are needed as part of the pattern generator even if they are not output to the spinal cord. Sensory feedback will also surely be important for control, both because the muscle commands needed to accomplish a movement are heavily dependent on joint positions and because the system needs to be responsive to perturbations.”

NGH: “As to the question of whether M1 is a controller, I suggest that it is likely part of a much larger control system that includes other motor structures such as the red nucleus, basal ganglia, cerebellum, and other brain stem areas. However, control is only part of what it does. First, I suggest that it is critical for motor skill learning. The work of Olvezcky and colleagues (Kawai et al. 2015) shows that in rats, at least, M1 may act like a tutor to acquire new motor skills or sequences but is not necessary for executing the sequence once it has been learned. Second, it may be providing information to other brain areas via efference copy about the commands that are driving the motor system. It may also be providing motor plans (based on the fact that M1 exhibits planning activity during instructed delay tasks) that are executed by other areas. Third, it may be modulating instead of driving motor behavior. For example, we have seen that M1 exhibits rhythmic activity during chewing behavior. The actual chewing is being done by a central pattern generator in the brain stem, but M1 may be monitoring the chewing behavior and modulating the frequency of chewing, determining how hard to chew, as well as being responsible for starting and stopping the chewing. Also, the fact that motor cortex shows mirror-like responses, as we have shown during visual display of a cursor moving to targets, may imply that motor cortex is also involved in mental simulation of action and not only execution” (Tkach et al. 2007).

M. Omrani (MO): “Although I agree with the facts that the controller network probably comprises areas beyond M1, and that M1 probably has other roles (like tutoring), I strongly disagree with a ‘tutor only’ message. Whereas some movements, even seemingly complicated ones, are possible without M1 contribution (Lamarre et al. 1978; Lawrence and Kuyers 1968), in the absence of M1 function, or even feedback pathways upstream to M1 (Bioulac and Lamarre 1979; Brinkman et al. 1985; Conrad et al. 1974; Meyer-Lohmann et al. 1975), movement integrity gets completely disrupted when there is a disturbance to the movement, or simply a change in premovement limb configuration.

“It is also important to remember that the control signals in a system controlling a nonlinear plant, such as the arm, are not necessarily intuitive. By that I mean the complexity observed in the dynamics of neural activity in M1 might not be due to a complex pattern generator or intrinsic to M1 connectivity but could simply be a necessity for controlling a physical plant (Lillicrap and Scott 2013). For instance, a simple ballistic movement is achieved through a triphasic agonist/antagonist/agonist muscle pattern activation (Mustard and Lee 1987). This means that if there are cells in M1 directly controlling the muscle activity, they would show a similar pattern of triphasic change through the course of movement (Heming et al. 2016). That means M1 tuning property would dynamically change through the course of movement: cells initially tuned to movement direction (i.e., agonist cells) losing their tuning to that direction through the movement, and cells initially not tuned for that direction (i.e., antagonist cells) now becoming active in the later phase of the reach and therefore seemingly tuned for that direction. This phenomenon has been observed by multiple studies and could simply be explained by controlling movement dynamics (Churchland et al. 2010; Griffin et al. 2008; Morrow et al. 2007; Oby et al. 2013; Sergio and Kalaska 1998; Sergio et al. 2005; Suminski et al. 2015). This triphasic pattern could also explain the rotational dynamics of neurons observed through the reaching movement (Churchland et al. 2012), without the necessity for an underlying structure to specifically generate them (Michaels et al. 2016). These patterns become even more counterintuitive, considering that due to the structure of arm muscles, their physiological tuning properties do not match their anatomical tuning curves (Kurtzer et al. 2006). This means, for instance, that when we try to flex our elbow, due to the presence of biarticular muscles (e.g., biceps), the shoulder gets flexed along with the elbow. To oppose the shoulder flexion, shoulder extensors should get activated; therefore, physiologically, shoulder extensors are seemingly involved in elbow flexion. Now consider a shoulder-controlling cell in M1 which is now active during elbow flexion. While it would be hard to understand the function of this neuron from a kinematic/representative point of view, its function can reliably be explained through its role in movement control (Heming et al. 2016).”

MTK: “I agree with Dr. Omrani that M1 needs to produce a variety of complex signals in part because the muscles need complex activation patterns. However, I disagree that this captures all of the complexity in M1, due to empirical results from some of the same studies cited above. Churchland et al. (2010) showed that neural activity during movement contained many signals not present in the muscles (nor in movement kinematics). Churchland et al. (2012) went looking in the muscles for the rotational dynamics found in cortex, and they simply were not present, so we know that there is dynamical structure in M1 that is absent in the muscles.”

NGH: “If we are not so hung up about control as the sole function of M1, one question is how best to characterize the encoding properties of motor cortex just as we might examine...
the encoding of any brain area. My argument is that M1 is better characterized as encoding a temporally extensive movement trajectory that spans about ~400 ms as opposed to a static movement parameter such as velocity or direction. This duration is interesting because several groups have indicated that natural movement segments are around ~300–400 ms long. A study by Aflalo and Graziano (2007) decomposed seminaturalistic, unstructured arm movements of monkeys into movement segments that were about this length in duration. A recent study by Wiltschko et al. (2015) showed that natural three-dimensional movements of the mouse are composed of blocks that are about ~350 ms in duration. The trajectory model also acknowledges that M1 encodes both sensory and motor effects, because the preferred trajectory spans both time leads and lags with respect to the response of an M1 neuron."

MO: “I totally agree that static movement parameters do not capture M1 activity through movement, but could not the temporal patterns be a by-product of control as I explained above? Physical movements have limitations and regularities (e.g., reaching movements usually take between 600 and 1,000 ms) which could produce those predominant temporal patterns observed by many groups.”

MTK: “I like Dr. Hatsopoulos’s point that M1 activity is temporally extensive and that it changes over the course of even rapid movements. It could well be that M1 is serving other important functions besides control, such as tutoring other brain areas. It is also important to look at whether M1 really does carry information about, say, only the next 300–400 ms, but that does not mean it is not primarily a controller. This might just tell us what the properties of the controller are.

“However, I think we should be careful about using the word ‘encode.’ There is an important distinction beyond semantics. Muscle activity carries time-varying information about movement, but I object to saying the muscles ‘code for’ movement. It is just not the right way of understanding that activity. Similarly, I argue that much of motor cortical activity is there to act as a control signal, or to assist in producing it. There is clearly possible room for other functions of M1, though.”

Reasons why so many different signals are present in M1.

NGH: “My reason for why there is such heterogeneity in responses in M1 is threefold. First, as I have stated, M1 has potentially many functional roles and layer 5 (and layer 6) cells send signals to many targets besides the spinal cord. Second, perhaps in line with Dr. Kaufman’s ideas, the other layers of the motor cortex may be generating the necessary dynamics onto layer 5 cells to generate the necessary control signals to be sent to the periphery. Third, the encoding model I put forth suggests that a large set of motor units can be represented in the millions of M1 neurons from which a particular movement can be built.”

MTK: “I think to check whether these ‘extra’ signals are really due to dynamics, we can take two approaches. First, with enough simultaneous recordings, we can get good estimates of activity on single trials. In principle, at least, we should then be able to check whether trial-by-trial deviations from the mean neural trajectory lead to the later deviations we would expect. Second, if we could causally perturb the neural state in a variety of different directions, we could again see whether the neural state follows the dynamical rules that we expect. However, neither of these tests solidly rules out whether that ‘extra’ activity is doing something else, as well. It is not obvious how to get more than good circumstantial evidence.

“It is also worth considering how the dynamics are generated. It could be that the rotations and other dynamics are completely intrinsic to M1 and PMd. Supporting this idea, the dynamics start quite early, roughly 125–150 ms before movement onset. However, as Dr. Hatsopoulos mentions, it could also be that these dynamics require the interplay of motor cortex with other brain structures: cerebellum, basal ganglia, cingulate motor areas, red nucleus, etc. It is also possible that during the late portion of the movement, some portion of the dynamics requires sensory feedback to unfold normally. These possibilities can be tested, by inactivating other brain structures or anesthetizing the sensory afferents during movement. Such an interaction would tell us about the source of the dynamics, even if they do not tell us whether they exist to act as a pattern generator or for some other reason.”

MO: “As I discussed earlier, there are multiple direct and indirect feedback pathways to M1. Each pathway relays different modalities of sensory feedback (e.g., cutaneous feedback from area 1, proprioceptive feedback from 3a or visual from area 7), which could be used to form a feedback policy based on that specific strategy. Therefore, it is natural to find so many different signals being represented in M1 (e.g., target position, direction of hand movement, hand speed, movement dynamics, etc.; see Scott 2004; Todoro 2000). Throughout the evolution of the mammalian brain, certain structures have been preserved: the primary and secondary sensory areas, and a small posterior parietal cortical area plus primary motor cortex in eutherian mammals. With greater progression through the phylogenetic tree, extra brain areas and connections are added on top of these basic structures that could contribute to more sophisticated functionality (see Krubitzer 2009 for a review). It seems that higher animals gain extra motor functionality through such parallel augmentation mechanisms, rather than through restructuring of the whole network. For instance, Cebus monkeys have complex manual abilities, which their close relatives (e.g., titi monkeys) lack (Krubitzer 2009). Developmental comparison between these two species shows that Cebus monkeys have developed a cortical proprioceptive area (area 2) and an expanded posterior parietal cortical area 5, which seems to be responsible for the added functionality (Padberg et al. 2007). Considering such parallel augmented modular structure (Guillery and Sherman 2011), we can now expect the integrating output module to reflect the activity across all intermediary areas. This view could explain why multiple pathways exist that are sensitive to sensory information, and why some show task dependency while the older and shorter pathways (e.g., SI-M1) do not.

“If M1 is representing multiple feedback loops, rather than coding a specific aspect of movement, we should be able to change its activity by imposing sensory discrepancy in a specific modality (e.g., target jump for visual vs. mechanical perturbation for somatosensory). As predicted by optimal feedback control theory, when the task in hand changes, M1 activity should also change to best control the modality of sensory information that is important for that given task. We could also study how each pathway contributes to M1 activity by imposing discrepancies between different sources of sensory information (Crevecoeur et al. 2016) and study M1 responses in each case. Of course, more causal inferences
could be made by changing the activity of each pathway independently, using optogenetic techniques, for instance, and evaluating how that changes M1 activity (Mathis et al. 2017)."

Sensory feedback and control theory. MO: “OFC theory provides a nice platform to think about what the significance of sensory feedback might be in generating motor output. Concepts like the minimum intervention principle can nicely explain the structure of inherent variability in our motor performance, and the idea of state estimation can explain how current evidence is integrated with previous experience. Nevertheless, OFC is a behavioral model and therefore might be implemented any number of ways in the underlying neural circuitry. By building models of how neural circuits approximate OFC given the availability of different signals, it may provide insight into “why” the circuits are the way they are. For instance, Lillicrap and Scott (2013) showed that by applying optimal control theory to a simple network model driven by muscle spindle activity, many different known phenomena in M1 could be explained. For example, the distribution of preferred torque and movement directions were bimodal, much like M1 cells (Scott 2003); M1 activity resembles EMG activity, as explained earlier by Dr. Cheney (Heming et al. 2016); and this model exhibits the temporal evolution of tuning properties observed in M1 by Dr. Hatsopoulos’s group (Suminski et al. 2015). This model even exhibits the rotational dynamics demonstrated by Churchland et al. (2012) (Omran M and Lillicrap TP, unpublished data).

“Although OFC cannot predict the underlying neural circuitry for motor control, it provides functional concepts which can be tested in examining the physiology of motor control. No one would argue that the nervous system solves the equations of OFC, but through evolution perhaps it has found ways to generate nearly optimal responses. It seems that this solution involves multiple feedback pathways, which are differentially sensitive to behavioral aspects of motor tasks. Using mechanical perturbation, I tried to pull apart the contribution of each pathway in M1 activity (see Fig. 3).”

This discussion is about primates. MTK: “It is also important to be clear that we are all mostly talking about motor cortex in Old World primates. It is not settled whether motor cortex serves the same function in rodents, for example. Concretely, Kawai et al. (2015) makes abundantly clear that motor cortex can be heavily lesioned in rats, and yet complex behavior is retained, at least for complex proximal movements. However, Dr. Hatsopoulos is surely right that simple behavior could help us differentiate the function of each cell group and how they participate in the process of motor planning and control (Azim et al. 2014; Bouvier et al. 2015; Bui et al. 2013; Fink et al. 2014; Yttri and Dudman 2016).”

Conclusion

PDC: “Although the goal of understanding brain function at the level of single neurons or even small populations of neurons might seem like a daunting, even hopeless task, the progress that has been made applying this approach to various brain systems is actually quite remarkable. Compared with motor function, brain sensory systems have been easier to investigate with this approach because of the greater ease in controlling and quantifying modalities of sensory input compared with movement. However, in this review we have sought to emphasize areas of consensus concerning progress in understanding the signals of individual neurons and how they relate to aspects of movement. On the basis of considerable accumulated evidence, it now seems appropriate to assign control of ‘low-level’ movement dynamics (muscle-related parameters) as one function of primary motor cortex. This function is clearly consistent with evidence from recordings of corticomotoneuronal cells but probably also applies to layer 5 output cells that contact motoneurons less directly through spinal interneurons. It is important to note that relationships to output might be complex and even seem counterintuitive without detailed information about agonist and antagonist muscle activity patterns coupled with knowledge of the cell’s target muscles. For instance, the triphasic pattern of agonist/antagonist EMG activation in rapid movements can create counterintuitive activity relationships. Beyond this low-level output function of motor cortex, the picture gets less well defined. Nevertheless, we might all agree that motor cortex is clearly not monolithic but is also involved in a variety of higher level control functions that depend heavily on sensory signals from the periphery for their robust and precise operation. These control functions include motor skill learning, motor planning, sensory guidance of manipulative movements, movement pattern modulation, starting and stopping low-level pattern generators operating largely at the spinal or brain stem level, mental simulation of movements, and others. Progress in understanding these more complex functions should be facilitated through the use of large-scale electrode array recording enabling real-time correlations between neural trajectories and movement trajectories. Although it may be tedious, future studies might also benefit from devoting greater effort to identifying the output targets of recorded neurons. Optogenetic techniques also offer a promising approach to manipulate the activity of neurons in ways that reveal function. At the same time, it may also be necessary to understand how populations of neurons cooperate, to produce a consistent net output even as individual neurons’ activity varies from trial to trial. Although many questions remain concerning the totality of motor cortex functions, substantial progress has occurred over the last...
few decades, paving the way for continued exciting progress in the future.”
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